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Relativistic Coulomb excitation by a deformed projectile 
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The effects of a deformed projectile charge on the relativistic Coulomb excitation theory are investigated. The effects 
of relevance are (a) the variation of the minimum impact parameter as a function of the orientation of the projectile 
and (b) the modification of the time dependent electromagnetic field due to the projectile deformation. 

Coulomb excitation by a relativistic projectile is 
well described theoretically if the charge distribution 
of  the projectile is spherically symmetric [ 1,2]. The 
theory gives the amplitudes and cross sections for the 
monopole-mult ipole excitations. However, the effects 
of  a deformed projectile distribution have not yet been 
calculated. As suggested by Justice et al. [3 ] these ef- 
fects could be of  relevance for the experiments involv- 
ing, e.g., uranium projectiles (or targets). We shall in- 
vestigate these effects in this article. To obtain a qual- 
itative insight of  the effects we shall consider a prolate 
deformed projectile with a variable deformation. 

In the frame of  reference of  the projectile the 
Coulomb field at a position r with respect to the 
center-of-charge of  the distribution is given by 

Z 1 1 
6 ( r )  4~ 2l + 1 rt+l Yt~_ (O,~)MIm, 

l,m 

where 

(1) 

Mtm = f p (r') r 't }rim (~t) d3r, ' (2) 

with p (r) equal to the ground state charge distribu- 
tion of  the projectile. For simplicity we will consider 
a uniform spheroidal charge distribution with the z- 
axis along the symmetry axis. The charge distribution 
drops to zero for distances to the center greater than 
the angle-dependent radius 

R(O) = R0[1 + flY2o(O)]. (3) 
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In lowest order in the multipole expansion, eq. ( 1 ) 
becomes 

Ze 1 cp(r) = + ~/ ~ --7- V ~ ~'~ ]:20(0) ~0 ' 
t3(c) (4) 

where Qo ~) is the quadrupole moment  of  the charge 
distribution, 

Q(C) 3 R2fl (1 + 0.16fl) + O(f12). o = x / - ~  Z e  (5) 

To obtain the (time-dependent) field in the frame 
of  reference of  the target we perform a Lorentz trans- 
formation ofeq.  (4). For a straight-line trajectory one 
finds 

dp(r',t) = yZe ~ 1 n(c) r '  + y ~ Y20(0') ~0 , (6) 

where r' = V b  2 + y2~2t2, with b equal to the impact 
parameter, v the projectile velocity, and 7 = (1 - 
"U2/C)-I/2. 

The first term in the above equation is the well- 
known Lirnard-Wiechert  potential of  a relativistic 
charge. It gives rise to monopole-multipole excita- 
tions of  the target [ 1 ]. The second term accounts for 
quadrupole-multipole excitations of  the target and is 
a correction due to the deformation of  the projectile. 
This field will depend on the orientation of  the pro- 
jectile with respect to its trajectory (see fig. 1 ). We 
can separate the orientation angles from the angular 
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Fig. 1. A nuclear target is Coulomb excited by a fast moving 
deformed projectile. Besides the angle 0, the orientation 
of the projectile also includes an azimuthal angle ~ which 
can rotate its symmetry axis out the scattering plane. For 
simplicity, this is not shown. Y is the angular position of 
the c.m. of the projectile with respect to the target. 

position of  the projectile (along its trajectory) with 
respect to the target by using the identity 

4 V ~  Z Y20(0') = Y2m(O,~) Y2m(Z',O), (7) 
m 

where (0, ~b) denotes the orientation of  the projectile 
symmetry axis with respect to the bombarding axis 
and X' = yvt/r '(t) .  

The dipole excitation of  the target is the most 
relevant and we shall restrict ourselves to this case 
only [2]. At a point r - (x,y,  z) from the center of  
mass of  the target the field is obtained by replacing 
d = (b,O, yvt) by [b - x , y , y ( v t  - z ) ]  in eq. (6). 
The excitation amplitude is given by 

oo l/ 
an = N ei°n[Pfi(r)~(r't) 

o o  

- (v/c2) • jflqb(r, t)]d3r dt ,  (8) 

where En = ha; is the excitation energy and Pn (r, t) 
and Jn (r, t) is the charge transition density and cur- 
rent transition density matrix elements, respectively. 

Using the continuity equation V .  jn = -io~pn and 
expanding (8) to lowest order in r we find 

= a~ 1' + a~ 2' , 

where 

(9) 

(1) _ i 2 Z e i { ~  ~(x) 1 } = Kl (~ )v  n + i -  Ko(~)O~ z) aft Y 
(10) 

and 

(2) - i  4nQ(°C) ~2 {K2(~)D~X) +i  l K1(~)D~Z) } 
an = 5 hv b 3 y 

x Z Y2m(O,(~) Y2m (½~z,O), (11) 
m 

where ¢ = o~b/yv and Ki is the modified Bessel func- 
tion of  order i. In the expression ( 11 ) we have used 
the approximation YEm (Z, 0) ~_ YEm ( ½1t, 0) which is 
valid for high energy collisions since the quadrupole 
field is strongly peaked at t = 0, corresponding to the 
distance o f  closet approach. The dipole matrix ele- 
ments for the nuclear excitation are given by D~ (z) = 
(flx(z)li) .  

Eqs. ( 1 O) and ( 11 ) allow us to calculate the dipole 
excitation cross section by integrating their absolute 
squares over impact parameter, starting from a mini- 
mum impact parameter for which the strong interac- 
tion sets in. Neglecting the diffuseness o f  the matter 
distribution of  the nuclei we can write (see fig. 1 ) 

bmin(O)~-Rr+Re[ l+f lY2o(½7r+O)] ,  (12) 

with the nuclear radii given by Ri = 1.2A]/3. The 
total cross section is 

e = 2 ~ z (  f dbb[an(b,12)[2), (13) 

bmin ( 0 ) 

where the ( ) sign means that an average over all the 
possible orientations of  the projectile, i.e., over all 
angles ~ = (0, ~b), is done. 

We will apply the above formalism to the Coulomb 
excitation of  2°spb by Z38U projectiles. We will give 
the :3SU an artificial deformation in the range p = 
0-1 to check the dependence of  the cross sections with 
this parameter. The cross section given above contains 
three terms: a = al + a2 + a12. al is due to the 
monopole-dipole excitation amplitude, a: is due to 
the quadrupole-dipole excitation amplitude, and o"12 
is the interference between them. 

In fig. 2 we present the results for the numerical 
calculation of  the quantity 

O" 1 - -  0 - (  = 0  
A = 100 × (14) 

171//=0 ' 

which is the percent correction of  dipole excitations 
in 2°spb by a uranium projectile due the average over 
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Fig. 2. Percent increase of the Coulomb excitation cross 
section of dipole states in 2°spb due to the dependence of 
the minimum impact parameter on the deformation. The 
effect is shown for 238U projectiles at 100 MeV/nucleon, 
1 GeV/nucleon and 10 GeV/nucleon, respectively, and 
as a function of the deformation parameter ft. The solid 
(dashed) [dotted] line corresponds to an excitation energy 
of 1 (10) [25] MeV. For the actual deformation of 2°8U, 
fl ~_ 0.3, the effect is small. 

the or ientat ion of  the projectile; a (  =° is the cross sec- 
t ion for fl = 0. We present results for three bombard-  
ing energies, 10 GeV/nucleon,  1 GeV/nuc leon  and 
100 MeV/nucleon,  and as a function of  ft. The quan- 
t i ty defined by eq. (14) is independent  of  the nature 
of  the state excited, since the dipole matr ix  elements 
cancel out. They depend on the energy of  the state. In 
order  to see how the effect depends quali tat ively on 
the energy of  the state we used three different excita- 
t ion energies Eft = 1, 10 and 25 MeV, respectively. 
These correspond to the dotted,  dashed and solid lines 
in fig. 1, respectively. 

One observes from fig. 2 that the deformat ion effect 
accounted for by an average of  the min imum impact  
parameter  which enters eq. (13) increases the magni- 
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Fig. 3. Coulomb excitation cross section of a giant dipole 
resonance in 2°8pb due to the quadrupole-dipole interaction 
with 100 MeV/nucleon uranium projectiles, as a function 
of the deformation parameter ft. These cross sections are 
averaged over all possible orientations of the projectile. 

tude of  the cross section. Thus the average is equiva- 
lent to a smaller "effective" impact  parameter,  since 
the cross sections increase with decreasing values of  
bmi~. The effect is larger the greater the excitation en- 
ergy is. This effect also decreases with the bombard-  
ing energy. For  very high bombarding  energies it  is 
very small even for the largest deformation.  These re- 
suits can be explained as follows. The Coulomb ex- 
ci tat ion cross section at very high bombarding  ener- 
gies, or very small excitation energies, is proport ional  
to In [ oJbmin ( 0 ) / 7 v  ) ]. Averaging over orientat ion of  
the projectile means an average of  ln(bmin) due to 
the addit ivi ty law of  the logarithm. One can easily do 
this average and the net result is a rescaling of  brain as  

fbmin, with f smaller, but  very close to one. 
For  high excitation energies, or small bombard-  

ing energies, the cross section is proport ional  to 
exp [-2tobmin (0 ) /7v  ] due to the adiabat ici ty  condi- 
t ion [1]. Thus, in these situations, the cross section 
is strongly dependent  on the average over orienta- 
t ion due to the strong variat ion of  the exponential  
function with the argument.  

Now we consider the effect of  the second term of  
eq. (6),  namely of  the quadrupole-d ipole  excitations. 
In fig. 3 we show the excitation of  a giant resonance 
dipole state in lead (En = 13.5 MeV) due to the sec- 
ond term of  eq. (6),  as a function of  the deforma- 
tion parameter  fl and for a bombarding  energy of  100 
MeV/nucleon.  We assume that the giant dipole state 
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Table 1 
Cross sections (in mb) for Coulomb excitation of the 
dipole giant resonance in 2°8pb by 238U projectiles at 100 
MeV/nucleon. In the second (third) column the cross sec- 
tions are due to the monopole (quadrupole)-dipole interac- 
tion. The last column is the total cross section. An average 
over the orientation of the projectile was done. A realistic 
value of the deformation of 23SU corresponds to fl "~ 0.3. 
But, a variation of fl is used to obtain an insight of the 
magnitude of the effect. 

fl a I [mb] a2 [mb] a [mb] 

0 1171 0 1171 
0.1 1173 0.179 1174 
0.2 1179 0.748 1184 
0.3 1189 1.773 1200 
0.4 1202 3.34 1224 
0.5 1220 5.57 1242 
0.6 1241 8.61 1291 
0.7 1265 12.6 1335 
0.8 1294 17.9 1389 
0.9 1326 24.7 1446 
1 1362 33.3 1522 

exhausts fully the T R K  sum-rule [4] in lead. Now the 
average over  orientat ion also includes the dependence 
of  the quadrupole -d ipo le  interact ion on g2 = (0, ~b). 
As expected the cross section increases with ft. But 
it is small as compared  to the monopo le -d ipo le  ex- 
ci tat ions even for a large deformation.  At this beam 
energy the monopo le -d ipo le  excitation is o f  order  of  
l b .  

The total  cross section contains an interference be- 
tween the ampl i tudes  a~ 1) and a n(2). This is shown in 
table 1 for 100 MeV/nuc leon  for which the effect is 
larger. The second column gives the cross sections 
for monopo le -d ipo le  excitations of  a giant resonance 
dipole state in lead. The effect of  the or ientat ion av- 
erage can be seen as an increase of  the cross section as 

compared  to the value in the first row (zero deforma- 
t ion) .  For  fl = 0.3 which is approximately the defor- 
mat ion parameter  for 238U the correction to the cross 
section is negligible. In the third column the cross sec- 
t ion for quadrupole-d ipo le  excitation are given. They 
are also much smaller than those for the monopo le -  
dipole excitations. The total cross sections, given in 
the last column, are also little dependent  on the effect 
of  the deformation.  For  fl = 0.3 it corresponds to an 
increase of  3% of  the value of  the original cross section 
(first row). This effect also decreases with the bom- 
barding energy. For  1 GeV/nucleon,  a p=° = 5922 
mb, while a = 5932 mb for fl = 0.3, with all effects 
included. 

In conclusion, the effects a deformat ion of  the 
charge distr ibution of  the projecti le on the Coulomb 
excitation of  a nuclear target was studied. The effect 
of  averaging over the projectile orientat ion is to in- 
crease slightly the cross sections. The inclusion of  
the quadrupole-d ipo le  interaction increases the cross 
section, too. However these corrections are small for 
realistic deformations.  They cannot be responsible 
for the large deviat ions o f  the experimental  values of  
the Coulomb fragmentat ion cross sections from the 
s tandard theory [1,2], as has been observed recently 
[3,5] for deformed projectiles. 
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